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Abstract—Globin superfamily proteins including myoglobin and hemoglobin, have welcome new members recently, namely, cytoglobin, neuroglobin and globin X, though their physiological functions are still to be addressed. Fish are the excellent models for the study of these globins, but their characteristics have not yet been discussed to date. In the present study, attempts have been made to characterize their structural uniqueness by making use of proteomics approach. This is the first comparative study on the characterization of globin superfamily proteins from fish.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in genome analyses on a wide range of organisms have succeeded in finding the existence of so many new proteins, for some of which even physiological functions have not been annotated. Among them, new globin members have been found in vertebrates [1].

Together with the conventional members, myoglobin (Mb), and hemoglobin (Hgb), the superfamily consists of neuroglobin (Neugb) [2], cytoglobin (Cygb) [3], globin X [1], globin E [4], and globin Y [5]. The expression levels of these proteins are quite tissue-specific [1,6,7]. The globin proteins appeared about 4000 million years ago [8]. They can bind various gaseous ligands, namely, O2, NO, and CO [9]. The structures of classical globins including Mb are featured by 3/3 α-helical sandwich fold, whereas smaller globins with the truncated N terminus are characterized by 2/2 α-helical structures [8]. Globins seem to occur in the three kingdoms of life [8].

The physiological significance of globins has been believed for a long time in oxygen transport, short- and long-term oxygen storage [10], partial oxygen buffering [11,12], facilitated oxygen diffusion [13], but some new functions have recently been disclosed, namely, scavenging of free radicals like nitric oxide [14] and protection against reactive oxygen species [8]. The functions of the globins seem to be closely related with their tissue-specific localization. For example, Cygb is present in neurons and fibroblast-like cells, and Neugb is found in the nervous system in contrast to Mb found mostly in muscles [15]. Mb protein has also been found not only striated muscle but also in the brain of fish [7].

In the presented study, structural characteristics of zebrafish globin proteins were characterized in detail by taking the advantage of bioinformatic approaches.
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II. METHODS

A. Sequence alignment and data analysis

The obtained amino acid sequences from the NCBI database were aligned using CLUSTAL W in BioEdit program (v 7.0.9) [16]. The sequence data used in this study are as follows: Cygbl and 2 from zebrafish Danio rerio (BC094999 and BC135090) and human Homo sapiens Cygb (AJ315162), Neugbs from zebrafish (AJ315610) and mouse (AJ245945), neuroglobin globin X (AJ635194), zebrafish Mb (AY337025), zebrafish Hgbu, and Hgb (BC042321 and NM_131020, respectively).

B. Bioinformatic analyses

Phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the amino acid sequences by the neighbor-joining method using the program MEGA 4 [17]. Isoelectric point (pl) and molecular weight were calculated based on the deduced amino acid sequences by a web tool using pK values from EMBOSS (http://isoelectric.ohv.org/). Hydropathy profiles of the globins were compared according to the hydrophobicity scales by Kyte and Doolittle [18].

Three dimensional homology models of the globin proteins were constructed based on the amino acid sequences and the X-ray structures on Protein Data Bank (PDB) database utilizing Swiss-model program [19]. The structural data used were human Cygb (PDB ID 1UMO), mouse Neugb (2VRY), blackfin tuna Thunnus atlanticus Mb (2NRL), and perch Perca flavescence Hgb (3BJ2). The structures were visualized with Swiss-PdbViewer (http://www.expasy.org/spdbv/) and PyMOL (V.1.1).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sequence data of globins superfamily proteins are so far available for zebrafish Danio rerio, puffer Tetraodon nigroviridis, goldfish Carassius auratus and medaka Oryzias latipes as far as fish are concerned. In this study, characterization of those globins was focused on those of zebrafish, since the analysis of globins from the other species gave basically the same features.

In Fig. 1 is shown the alignment of the amino acid sequences of zebrafish globins. It is noteworthy that the full lengths of the globins differ, namely, Hb is the smallest and globin X is the largest protein among them. This protein has the extended sequences at both the N and C termini. The number of the residues in common was found to be very few among the proteins. It has been reported that distal and proximal histidine residues as well as the phenylalanine residue are conserved in globinX [1].
As shown in TABLE I, the sequence identities of these proteins were in the range of 14.0 and 47.7%. The highest value was obtained between those of Cygb isoforms 1 and 2, whereas the lowest value was found between Hgb and globin X. As far as Mgb is concerned, the identity of which to other proteins being between 14.3 and 18.4, is quite remotely related to the other globins.

![Phylogenetic tree constructed based on the amino acid sequences of zebrafish D. rerio globins](image)

Phylogenetic analysis based on the deduced amino acid sequences showed the clades between globin X and Neugb, between Cygb isoforms, and between Mgb and Hgb (Fig. 2). Cygb was diverged from Mgb at the early evolution stage of vertebrates [15].
The fact that Neugb and Cygb are the hexaco-ordinate globins in contrast to Mgb and Hgb belonging to the class of the pentacoordinate ones could be related with the above relations. Globin X and Neugb unexpectedly resembled each other, suggesting that they share the same physiological roles. Such relationship between these two proteins has already been highlighted [1]. It has also been suggested that no out-group is available for globins due to the low sequence conservation (as shown in Fig. 1) and to the generally short sequences [1].

In the next place, hydropathy profiles of the globin proteins were examined (Fig. 3). Cygb isoforms shared similar hydropathy profiles, and were found to contain comparatively high hydrophilic regions unlike the other proteins. However, the N terminus of Cygb2 was more hydrophilic than that of Cygb1.

The physicochemical values were obtained based on the amino acid sequences and are shown in TABLE II. The molecular mass of the globins were as expected from the sequence alignment in Fig. 1. On the other hand, the pI values were found to be as low as around 5 for Cygb isoforms. Neugb was found to be slightly acidic, whereas other globins showed high pI values. As far as pI values are concerned, globin X is quite unlike Neugb, though they were found to be closely related in the phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 2). The pI values of Mgb and Hgb were close to 8.

Comparative homology modeling of the tertiary structures was applied to estimate the structural profiles of zebrafish globins (Fig. 4). The structure of globin X was tentatively modeled based on that of Neugb, because there is no structure available on the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cygb1</th>
<th>Cygb2</th>
<th>Neugb</th>
<th>GlobinX</th>
<th>Mgb</th>
<th>Hgbα</th>
<th>Hgbβ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molec. weight</td>
<td>19909</td>
<td>20584</td>
<td>17684</td>
<td>23210</td>
<td>15525</td>
<td>15522</td>
<td>16259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pI</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Hydropathy plot of zebrafish globins. Refer to the legend of Fig. 1 for the abbreviations

TABLE II
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCES

Fig. 4 Modeled tertiary structures of zebrafish globins viewed from the same angles. Refer to the legend of Fig. 1 for the abbreviations:

- **Cygb1**
- **Neugb**
- **Mgb**

Zebrafish: ***-MEGDDGVQTLTSPSDSTEEDVCIQDWTKVYAERDNAGVLRTFNTFPASAKQYF***
Human: **MEKVGEGEMEERRSERSELSEAERKAVAMWARLYANSDVYILRFVFYFNPSASKQYF***

Zebrafish: **EHFRELQDPAEMQQAQLKEHCHQVNLALTVELENLRAKDKLNTIFQMQKSHALRHKVE**
Human: **SQFRHMDLEMPERSPQLRKHASVGMALNTVELENLHPDKVSSV1ALVGKHALKHVE**

Zebrafish: **PVYFKILAGVILEVLEAFOPQCSPAEVQSSWKLGMILYQMNRYAEGWENSKK**
Human: **PVYFKILSGVILEVVAEEFASDFPP-ETQRAWAKLRGLYSHVTAAYKEVGVWQQVFNAT**

Fig. 5 Alignment of the amino acid sequences of zebrafish and human cytoglobins 1. Refer to the legend of Fig. 1 for the symbols:

Zebrafish: **MEKLSDEKGLIRDWSESGKKNPHGIVLFPRTLFTFLEPDALTLFSY-TNGCDAP-ECL**
Mouse: **GSHMERPESELRQSNRVSVSRPFLEHTVLFAFLFAPLPLFQNYRQFSSP**

Zebrafish: **SPEFLHEVTKMLVIAAVSHLDDLHDFFPLNLGRHQAVGVTQSFALVGEGLL**
Mouse: **SPEFLHDHRTKMLVIAAVTNVEDLSLLEELYLTSRGRHARVGLSFSFTVGEGLL**

Zebrafish: **QSSLGPAYTSRQLWLMYSIVSAHGMWAKNEHKS**
Mouse: **EKSLGDPETPAPRANSRLYAVQAMGRDGE**

Fig. 6 Alignment of the amino acid sequences of zebrafish and human neuroglobsins. Refer to the legend of Fig. 1 for the symbols:

- **Cygb2**
- **GlobinX**
- **Hgbβ**
Fig. 7 Superimposed tertiary structures of cytoglobins 1 from zebrafish (grey) and human (black).

Fig. 8 Superimposed structures of neuroglobins from zebrafish (grey) and mouse (dark grey).

The structure of Neubg was used due to the fact that these two proteins were found to be closely related (Fig. 2). Despite the very low sequence identities among the globins (TABLE I) and a large variety of functions, their tertiary structures were found to be very similar. All of them gave typical globin folds consisting of eight helices. Roesner et al. [1] reported that the globin core of globin X is highly conserved based on the analysis on the substitution rates of amino acid residues in fish globins.

The amino acid sequences of Mbs are known to be closely related to their stability such as in autoxidation [20], heme retention [21], structural stability [22,23], thermostability [24], oxygen affinity [11], and so on. Piscine Mbs are generally labile compared with the mammalian counterparts [25]. It is thus expected the structural stabilities of the other fish globins are lower than those of mammalian ones. Since the amount of these proteins present in the respective tissues are very low, recombinant proteins are essential in order to reveal the instability of fish proteins.

Finally, detailed comparison was attempted for the tertiary structure differences of Cygb and Neubg between zebrafish and mammals (human and mice). Because the available structural data are limited, the structures from the different sources were used in the study. The sequence alignments are shown in Fig. 5 for Cygb and in Fig. 6 for Neubg. Zebrafish Cygb was slightly shorter than the human counterpart, whereas zebrafish Neubg was longer than that of mouse. The modeled structures of Cygb and Neubg are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. In Fig. 7, the structures of zebrafish and human Cygb are superimposed. Though slight differences were recognized between them, they seem to have very similar tertiary structures. On the other hand, the structures of zebrafish and mouse Neubgs showed essentially the same tertiary structures (Fig. 8).

Neubg content is intrinsically high in fish. The fact might be related with hypoxia tolerance of the nervous system by virtue of immediate availability of O2 upon the onset of hypoxia. Hypoxia-induced strong enhancement of Mbg protein level has also been reported in several fish species [6,7,26,27]. The results so far obtained suggest that different roles of globins in these fish species having different strategies against hypoxia and other acute abnormal conditions.

All the findings in the present study demonstrated that fish globin proteins are structured very similarly, and that fish globins are hardly distinguishable from the mammalian counterparts as far as the tertiary structures are concerned.
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